
RECIPE FOR 
SUCCESS 



DELIVERING A
NETFLIX-STYLE 
LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE 
WITH 
BLEND LXP

 Highly personalised learning experience
 
 Learning content driven by user interests and needs

 Rapid response to trending topics and needs

 Face-to-face learning costs reduced by 50%

 1,000 users with over 6,800 site views and 100S of 
unique learning resources in less than 16 weeks

Rich’s is an innovative, family-owned business providing 
creative solutions to food professionals worldwide. 
Founded by Robert E. Rich, Sr. in 1945, the company’s 
first product was a revolutionary non-dairy whipped 
topping. Over the 75 years since, the company has 
grown organically and through acquisitions to become a 
global leader in categories that span cakes, desserts, and 
bakery products; breads and rolls; pizza and flatbreads; 
seafood, appetisers and snacks; and gluten-free and 
plant-based items.  The company operates in more than 
100 countries, with 11,000 associates worldwide, with 
annual sales over $5bn.

To help engage and develop associates, Rich’s 
established Rich University to design and deliver 
learning solutions. In 2017 the company selected SAP 
SuccessFactors as its learning platform.
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DISCOVERING BLEND LXP

Fast forward to 2019; Rich’s was looking to enhance 
its learning experience platform, widen the range of 
content offered and tailor learning to its associates’ 
needs. While SAP Jam for SuccessFactors was installed, 
it wasn’t widely used, and Rich’s was looking for a 
solution that went beyond the collaborative capabilities 
of Jam. 

At this time, TalenTeam released BLEND LXP, a brand-
new learning experience platform with a Netflix-style 
interface, fully integrated with SuccessFactors. “We 
wanted to be able to offer opportunities to engage in 
learning that were not previously available. Moreover, 
we wanted to customise the content, based on our 
associates’ interests and needs,” says Tim Murray, Sr. 
Manager, Learning & Development at Rich Products, 
“BLEND LXP delivered just what we were looking for.”

MAKING IT HAPPEN

Rich’s engaged TalenTeam to implement the solution 
for its US-based associates, creating a new platform 
called ‘My Development Network’. The team started off 
classifying and mapping content to learning needs. This 
created the structure for BLEND LXP’s algorithms to 
deliver tailored content based on interests and needs 
defined by the users themselves. 

The platform draws content from three main sources:

HOW DO YOU LIKE TO LEARN?

A central feature of BLEND LXP is the 
personalisation of content for each individual user. 
When users log in, they identify areas of interest, 
prompting the platform to suggest relevant content. 
As usage increased, more and more insights 
surfaced, revealing the concerns and needs of 
associates. As a result, the team was able to identify 
what topics were trending and create or curate 
new content to meet the demand. “We have seen 
unexpected topic choices developing from day one,” 
says Tim Murray. “Negotiating skills was a popular 
topic, and we were able to respond quickly to this 
interest.”

Tailored content is not limited to the user-defined 
interests; Rich’s also feeds in structured learning 
identified from its formal competency framework. 
“A section called ‘My Development Dashboard’ 
presents users with learning opportunities identified 
in their individual development plans,” explains Gian. 

All the BLEND LXP data is held within Rich’s cloud-
based SAP SuccessFactors servers, providing a 
trusted environment with full resilience.

Rich’s adopted a radical approach to deployment, 
choosing to grow adoption organically. Gian 
Martinelli, Rich’s Senior Learning & Development 
Consultant explains, “We didn’t want the message to 
get lost in the daily email ‘noise’; so Rich University 
focused promotion efforts on leadership groups who 
then cascaded the information to their teams.” The 
team also gave presentations and demos at internal 
business meetings to showcase the capabilities of 
the platform and its engaging interface.

The platform is now accessed by all Rich’s US 
associates, some 2,500 in total.

Internally developed content, including structured             
training courses

Vendor partnerships, such as Skillsoft, getAbstract 
and eCornell

The internet, with content curated by Anders Pink, a 
3rd party application integrated with BLEND LXP



USER-GENERATED CONTENT
Building on the collaborative tools of SAP Jam, BLEND 
LXP allows users to generate their own content and 
include it in the catalogue of learning materials. Phase 
2 of Rich’s rollout of BLEND LXP will focus on this 
area, increasing the sharing of knowledge within the 
business. 

Gian explains, “At the moment the content is 
predominately focused on leadership development, 
some technical learning, general IT skills and soft skills 
such as communication, but we have discovered that 
people are looking for specific learning within their own 
disciplines, for example, food science material for our 
R&D operations. We currently  have limited resources 
to generate this content, but the expertise is out 
there; BLEND LXP provides a platform where expert 
knowledge can be shared.” 

The plan is to gradually build up a repository to share 
internal expertise through user-generated content.

ANALYTICS AND INSIGHTS

BLEND LXP comes with a complete comprehensive 
reporting function. Transactional reports show all 
user interactions, with dashboards highlighting trends 
and enabling the organisation to respond quickly to 
changes and new demands. Rich extracts these reports 
using Microsoft Power BI and combining BLEND LXP 
data with SuccessFactor reports from non-US users, 
providing the company with a global view of learning 
activities and trends.

Within just over three months, Rich’s had over 1,000 
associates access the site, with over 6,800 site views, 
across hundreds of unique learning resources.

CO-INNOVATION FOR SUCCESS

TalenTeam takes a co-innovation approach to 
implement its BLEND LXP solution, building new 
capabilities in partnership with clients, resulting in a 
platform that reflects their needs. 

Gian describes the experience of partnering with 
TalenTeam, “Our experience of being an early adopter 
of BLEND LXP has been overwhelmingly positive. 
TalenTeam have been very receptive to our feedback 
and 95% of the time have delivered requested 
functionality within two release cycles of our request. 
They have been great listeners! Even if we request 
something that is technically unfeasible, they have 
worked with us to find workarounds to try and meet our 
requirements.”
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THE COVID FACTOR

The Covid pandemic has accelerated digitization 
initiatives across all industries, and Rich’s is no 
exception. “BLEND LXP has enabled us to make the 
changes to ways of working quicker than we would have 
been able to,” says Tim. “We have seen face-to-face 
training reduce from around 90% of all training to about 
a 50/50 split between classroom style (albeit all now 
virtual rather than physical) and self-directed learning.” 
Rich has deliberately retained some face-to-face 
learning material, delivered online to complement the 
self-access learning on demand. They also use BLEND 
LXP to highlight upcoming group events.

ALL IN THE PREP

What advice would Tim and Gian give to organisations 
looking to implement BLEND LXP? “Take the time 
to understand who your end users are and how they 
will leverage the application. This will influence design 
decisions and make for a more usable and intelligent 
application. Getting the content structure right before 
you begin is time-consuming but well worth the effort.”

MORE INCLUSIVE LEARNING 
EXPERIENCE

Tim sums up the benefits of BLEND LXP, “It has 
provided more opportunities for individuals to 
access engaging learning material, with a more 
inclusive offering across a much wider range of 
topics in a format that’s useful to them. We have 
been pleased at how well people took to it.”



TalenTeam Limited, Harrow
United Kingdom | +44 203 371 9523
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TalenTeam Consulting
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can enhance your SuccessFactors learning 
experience, talk to the learning experts 
at TalenTeam.

INFINITE POSSIBILITIES.
ONE FAMILY.

To find more about 
how BLEND LXP

http://www.talenteam.com
https://www.facebook.com/talenteam/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/talenteam/
https://www.instagram.com/talenteam/
https://twitter.com/talenteam
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSs2s0dM3BUz-r6qT6giK0A/

